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Abstract

Advances in speech technologies have led to significant
progress in large acoustic models such as Whisper and Multilin-
gual Massive Speech (MMS), improving tasks like Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR). Yet, there is still a need for thor-
ough research to recognize and tackle stereotypical biases. In
this paper, we investigate Whisper and MMS systems to quan-
tify gender bias and factorize gender bias considering voice tim-
bre, skin tone, and age group for Mexican-Spanish in a multi-
lingual ASR setting. In addition to traditional ASR evaluation
such as word error rate and phoneme error rate, we also per-
form statistical significance tests. Furthermore, we explore the
vital role of factorization of gender attributes into sub-groups in
bias quantification. This work presents an initial study of gen-
der inclusivity with various factors in the context of MMS and
Whisper for Mexican-Spanish.
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, bias, gender, Mex-
ican Spanish

1. Introduction
The assessment by the World Economic Forum suggests that
it would require 131 years at the current pace to narrow the
global gender gap in economic participation and opportunity1.
The advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) serve no pur-
pose if they fail to reach the people who need them the most.
It is imperative to avail universal access and develop AI tools
with unbiased behavior even for low-resource languages and di-
alects. Recently, conversational AI, Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP), and speech processing systems have become ubiq-
uitous in our daily lives. Their purpose is to enhance universal
access, elevate the quality of life, and offer essential services
such as home assistance, question-answering systems, and au-
tomated call centers, among others. Moreover, it is vital to in-
vestigate AI tools and their impact on inclusivity and fair access.

Mexico is the largest Spanish-speaking country in the
world, home to 113 million native speakers2. An acoustic com-
parative study of Spanish among speakers from Mexico and
Spain illustrated differences in pronunciation of segments, syl-
labic duration, intensity, and frequency range [1]. There are nu-
merous speech resources accessible for the Spanish language,
yet those specifically focused on Mexican Spanish are relatively
scarce [2]. Despite the availability of Mexican Spanish speech
resources, researchers have only developed a limited database,

*These authors contributed equally to this work
1https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2023.

pdf
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican_
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requiring individuals to reach out directly to the authors to ob-
tain access to these resources [3, 4, 5]. Despite this, many mul-
tilingual Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems such as
Whisper [6], Multilingual Massive Speech (MMS) [7] system,
ASR2K [8], and Universal speech models [9] provide speech-
to-text support to generalize Spanish without explicitly trained
systems for Mexican Spanish. Hence, there are no specific ver-
sions of these state-of-the-art systems specifically created for
Mexican Spanish.

Speech-to-text systems may incorporate biases of different
types, and one of the most important ones is gender bias. Over
time, various studies have explored different facets of gender
within ASR systems. Many of these investigations concentrated
on distinct groups within gender, age, and accent categories,
assessing performance using metrics such as word error rate,
phoneme error rate, and p-value [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In
the case of the Dutch language, a bias analysis utilizing the Hid-
den Markov Model-deep neural network (HMM-DNN) ASR
system to examine gender bias has been conducted [17, 18].
Following this, they suggested vocal tract length normalization
and data augmentation methods as means to alleviate biases ob-
served within gender and age demographics [19]. A similar
study [20] examining bias in ASR systems for Portuguese re-
vealed that incorporating gender alongside skin tone as a meta-
attribute exposes significant disparities that might otherwise go
unnoticed by solely focusing on gender differences.

In 2023, Meta AI published a Massively Multilingual
Speech (MMS) model [7] supporting 1000+ languages for ASR
along with a gender bias study. This gender bias study was con-
ducted on a development set of the FLEURS dataset [21] over
27 languages including Spanish. However, no specific study has
taken into account Mexican Spanish. To our knowledge, this is
the only study conducted to analyze gender bias in Mexican
Spanish. Therefore, there exists a comprehensive research gap
in analyzing SOTA systems from a fairness-centric perspective.

In this paper, we present an empirical study of MMS and
Whisper ASR systems by factorizing gender into various at-
tributes such as age groups, skin tone, and voice timbre. The
usage of additional meta-attributes allows the impact of other
attributes in the quantification of bias. Furthermore, such fac-
torization of bias attributes allows us to comprehend the con-
tributing demographic factors. In comparison to [20], we also
take into account the newly released Whisper variant Large-v3
in our work with voice timbre as additional attribute. We used
Casual Conversation dataset version 2 [22] which is a multi-
modal multilingual fairness-centric dataset by Meta AI.

In [1] it is stated that Mexican speakers use a high-pitched
speech with higher variations of the frequency range. This in-
dicates that the usage of voice timbre can provide insight into
biases aligned with gender against the ASR systems. For in-



Figure 1: Speech utterance distribution in CCv2 across gender, and gender with voice timbre, age groups, and Fitzpatrick skin tone
type

stance, analyzing gender bias alongside voice timbre encapsu-
lates tonal information that is directly correlated with formants.
Therefore, it provides vital information on performance degra-
dation in cases where the female gender naturally has higher
formant information compared to the male. In this study, we
opted for traditional ASR evaluation metrics such as Word Er-
ror Rate (WER), and Phoneme Error Rate (PER) along with p-
values as a statistical significance test. The main contributions
of this paper are the following:
• The first study on disparities in Whisper and MMS ASR sys-

tems for Mexican Spanish on conversational speech.
• To our knowledge, it is the first empirical study to factorize

gender bias with respect to attributes such as age, voice tim-
bre and skin-tone.

Our results show that the different variants of Whisper
present similar performances for both male and female voices.
More precisely, we observed a slight bias towards male voices
for all Whisper variants performed better. Nonetheless, from
the p-value statistical tests, these disparities cannot be consid-
ered significant.

However, these disparities were drastically increased when
factorizing gender w.r.t. skin tone and age groups. In particu-
lar, we observed that Whisper Large-v3, which achieves bench-
marking performances on ASR datasets, presents the most dis-
parate performance results w.r.t. skin tone. This fact was also
observed when factorizing gender w.r.t. to voice timber.

Overall, it was surprising to observe behavior differences
between different variants of Whisper Large, since they only
differ in the training data used. This shows the importance of
choosing training data that promotes inclusiveness.

2. Dataset Description
The Casual Conversations version 2 (CCv2) dataset is open-
source and can be accessed through the Meta AI website3

[22, 23]. It represents the speech of 5,567 unique speakers from
various regions, including India, the United States of Amer-
ica, Indonesia, Vietnam, Brazil, Mexico, and the Philippines.
The dataset encompasses seven self-labeled attributes, includ-
ing details about the speaker’s age, gender, native and secondary
languages or dialects, disabilities, physical characteristics, and
adornments, as well as geographic location. Additionally, it fea-
tures four other characteristics: two skin tone scales (Monk Skin
Tone [24] and Fitzpatrick Skin Type [25, 26]), voice timbre, the
speaker’s activity, categorized as gesture, action, or appearance.
We opted, therefore, to avoid skewed comparison between skin-

3https://ai.meta.com/datasets/casual-conversations-v2-dataset/

tone scales using Monk skin tone and only conducted a study
using the Fitzpatrick skin type.

The CCv2 comprises 354 hours of recordings where speak-
ers responded to specific questions in a non-scripted manner
and 319 hours of recordings in which individuals read passages
from F. Dostoyevsky’s “The Idiot”, translated into various lan-
guages. Throughout this paper, we utilized scripted record-
ings for Mexican Spanish. The uniform scripted recordings
with consistent textual content and phonetic variations facilitate
analysis of meta-attributes influencing performance disparities.
For Mexican Spanish, there were 253 speech utterances with
an average duration of 90 seconds per utterance, totaling ap-
proximately 6 hours 18 mins. We illustrate the data distribution
across gender and gender intersection with Fitzpatrick’s skin
tone, age group, and voice timbre in Figure 1. In the context of
assessing the fairness of ASR systems, we focused on four an-
notated labels: gender, age groups, Fitzpatrick scale, and voice
timbre. To simplify our analysis, we categorized speakers into
seven age groups: 18-24, 25-30, 31-36, 37-42, 43-50, 51-60,
and 61+.

3. Experimental Protocol
In this section, we describe the experimental setup for using
Whisper and MMS ASR systems to measure disparities using
the CCv2 dataset. Furthermore, we delve into the evaluation
methodology opted in this work.

3.1. ASR Systems

Whisper: Whisper is a robust speech recognition model intro-
duced by OpenAI in 2022. It leverages multitask learning on
680,000 hours of labeled multilingual recordings sourced from
the Internet. These recordings include filtered transcriptions,
covering approximately 96 languages across 117,000 hours of
audio data. Incorporating the Transformer encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture with multitask learning techniques, Whisper facili-
tates language identification, multilingual speech transcription,
and word-level timestamps. By splitting input audio into thirty-
second chunks, Whisper enhances the effectiveness of tran-
scribing long recordings. Various Whisper variants are avail-
able, differing in model parameter sizes: Tiny (39 Million),
Base (74 Million), Small (244 Million), Medium (769 Million),
Large (1550 Million), and Large-v2 and v3 (1550 Million each).
These models are categorized into English-only and multilin-
gual variants. This paper focuses on investigating the Large-v1,
Large-v2, and Large-v3 variants of Whisper.
Massively Multilingual Speech: In 2023, Meta AI launched
the Massively Multilingual Speech (MMS) project, signifi-



cantly expanding language support to encompass over 1000
languages across various speech processing applications. The
core elements of the MMS system consist of a unique dataset
sourced from publicly available religious texts and proficient
use of cross-lingual self-supervised learning techniques. This
project covers a wide array of tasks including speech recogni-
tion, language identification, and speech synthesis. Built upon
the Wav2Vec 2.0 architecture, MMS undergoes training via the
integration of cross-lingual self-supervised learning and super-
vised pre-training for ASR. It incorporates language adapters
that allow dynamic loading and interchange during inference,
featuring multiple Transformer blocks, each enhanced with a
language-specific adapter. The MMS system offers two variants
based on model parameters, with 317 million and 965 million
parameters. For this investigation, the MMS system with 965
million model parameters was utilized.

3.2. Evaluation Strategy

In assessing ASR systems, we employ the Word Error Rate
(WER), a standard metric indicating the percentage of incor-
rectly recognized words. This approach enables objective com-
parison and identification of performance biases among the four
ASR systems. Evaluation metrics including WER, Character
Error Rate (CER), and Phoneme Error Rate (PER) are computed
using the jiwer library4.

We measure the statistical significance level of the score
differences by calculating the p-value5 [27] for those categories
that only include two subcategories (gender) and the one-way
ANOVA test when there are more than two subcategories in the
experiment (namely, in the experiments with mixed categories).
To tackle the problem of subcategories imbalance in the test
data, which might lead to inadequate evaluation results, we dis-
card those subcategories that do not contain enough samples to
make any valid conclusions. Thus, for the gender category, we
only consider male and female (i.e. always cis-female and cis-
male in this study), whereas for the skin tones, we only consider
Fitzpatrick types ii to iv.

4. Empirical Study
This section provides a comprehensive examination of ASR
performance concerning gender, including gender factorization
with attributes like skin tone, age groups, and voice timbre.
From Table 1, bias analysis for ASR systems reveals notable
patterns across various demographic factors. The bar plots for
only the gender attribute is illustrated in Figure 2. We can see
that in terms of gender, Whisper Large-v1 and v2 exhibit supe-
rior performance in WER for the two genders considered in this
study. However, there seems to be a consistent bias favoring
male voices over female voices across all models tested. No-
tably, Whisper-large-v3 demonstrates the least disparity in gen-
ders compared to other models, although the difference remains
slight.

We then considered gender in conjunction with skin tone,
which revealed disparate performances of the different Whis-
per variants. For instance, different skin tones are associated
with varying error rates, with type 2 being optimal for female
voices and type 3 for male voices. Furthermore, while MMS
and Whisper Large-v2 display the least discrimination toward

4https://pypi.org/project/jiwer/
5Due to the page limit, we only provide p-values for gender at-

tributes, and p-values for other groups can be found in the supplemen-
tary material.

Feature\Model MMS W-v1 W-v2 W-v3
Gender

female 13.89 13.15 12.75 18.55
male 11.15 09.98 10.53 16.35
model stdev 2.74 3.17 2.22 2.20

Gender-Skin-Tones

female-t2 08.03 16.54 07.19 15.23
female-t3 16.60 07.16 15.46 21.44
female-t4 13.95 12.40 12.64 16.92
female-t5 10.74 08.72 08.05 08.72
male-t2 17.99 16.69 16.71 26.73
male-t3 07.53 06.22 06.52 11.74
male-t4 12.17 11.25 12.40 16.56
male-t5 14.18 12.00 10.49 26.01
model stdev 3.77 3.92 3.79 6.42

Gender-Age-Group

female-18-24 12.43 10.62 10.43 15.24
female-25-30 12.15 12.58 11.08 17.80
female-31-36 11.29 09.81 10.15 15.14
female-37-42 16.37 15.12 14.84 22.13
female-43-50 12.47 11.07 11.58 16.41
female-51-60 14.18 13.87 13.48 17.48
male-18-24 10.86 09.65 09.55 14.66
male-25-30 14.33 12.73 14.29 20.72
male-31-36 10.23 09.46 11.26 12.74
male-37-42 08.84 08.00 08.42 18.93
male-43-50 08.14 06.93 05.27 13.32
male-51-60 21.48 19.91 20.69 28.19
model stdev 3.61 3.52 3.84 4.34

Gender-voice timbre

female-high 12.12 10.93 11.15 16.71
female-avg 13.32 12.83 11.93 17.76
female-low 04.03 03.47 04.03 11.19
male-high 05.84 04.39 06.06 12.11
male-avg 12.63 11.05 11.87 17.46
male-low 04.97 03.76 03.86 12.01
model stdev 4.30 4.30 3.92 3.07

Table 1: Word Error Rates for each feature and standard devi-
ation for each model per bias type. Lower is better. The best
scores are in bold, and the second best is underlined. W refers
to Whisper-large versions.

ASR systems MMS W-v1 W-v2 W-v3
p-value 0.5522 0.513 0.7008 0.7139

Table 2: p-values for all ASR systems. W-vx refers to Whisper-
large versions.

gender skin tones if we refer to the standard deviations, Whis-
per Large-v3 is the most discriminatory, aligning closely with
its overall performance trends. On that note, Male and female
skin-tones that are most likely discriminated are not the same:
type 3 for female and type 2 for males. Even though Whis-
per Large-v3 has shown benchmarking performance on stan-
dard ASR datasets, for Mexican Spanish, it has shown the least
inclusivity considering skin tone, as shown by the higher stan-
dard deviation (6.42) of this model compared to the other ones.

The analysis extends to gender-age-group factorization,



Figure 2: Bar plots depicting Whisper and MMS ASR perfor-
mances for gender attribute

where Whisper Large-v2 and v1 demonstrate the best perfor-
mance across age groups. Conversely, Whisper Large-v3 con-
sistently exhibits the poorest performance in terms of WER.
Whisper Large-v1 seems to be the least discriminant towards
age groups, along with MMS. The examination of gender in
voice timbre reveals noteworthy trends as shown in Figure 3.
Female voices with higher pitch exhibit higher average error
rates compared to male voices, suggesting a bias towards cer-
tain voice characteristics. The most difficult voice timbres are
the same for the two genders: average pitch seems more diffi-
cult to handle across all ASRs. Prominently, we observed that
ASRs performed well on male high voice timbre in opposition
to female high voice timbre, which yields a high word error rate.
This provides insight into the effect and differentiation in voice
characteristics causing an adverse impact on ASR performance.
It is important to mention that Whisper Large-v3 undergoes
training with a more extensive multilingual dataset compared
to other variants. The p-value analysis for ASR performances
on Word Error Rate (WER) provides insights into the statistical
significance of observed differences among the ASR systems.
A p-value below a predetermined threshold, typically 0.05, in-
dicates statistical significance, suggesting that the observed dif-
ferences in WER between ASR systems are unlikely to have
occurred by chance. In the presented Table 2, the p-values
for MMS, Whisper Large-v1, Whisper Large-v2, and Whisper
Large-v3 are 0.5522, 0.513, 0.7008, and 0.7139, respectively.
These values suggest that there is no significant difference in
WER between the ASR systems, as none of the p-values fall
below the threshold. Therefore, based on the p-value analysis,
we cannot conclude that one ASR system performs significantly
better or worse than another in terms of WER. Therefore, ana-
lyzing biases by considering a single attribute such as gender
might not present other aligned latent attributes such as skin
tone, age-group, and voice timbre.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we present a thorough investigation of the perfor-
mance of some recently proposed ASR systems with state-of-
the-art performances, namely, the MMS and Whisper variants
for Mexican Spanish. We conducted a comprehensive exami-
nation of ASR performance with respect to gender, and its in-
tersectionality with attributes like skin tone, age groups, and
voice timbre, revealing significant insights into biases present
in ASR systems. While certain models such as Whisper Large-
v1 and v2 demonstrate superior performance in gender identi-
fication, a consistent potential bias favoring male voices over

Figure 3: Bar plots illustrating Whisper and MMS ASR perfor-
mances for gender and voice timbre attributes together

female voices persists across all models tested.
Notably, Whisper Large-v3 shows the least disparity when

considering gender-only attributes. The Whisper Large-v3 has
shown better WER on common-voice 15 and FLEURS evalu-
ation sets6. However, Whisper Large-v3 exhibits potential bi-
ases in consideration of gender factorized with age groups and
voice timbre. The examination of gender in voice timbre un-
covers biases favoring certain voice characteristics, with higher
pitch female voices exhibiting higher error rates compared to
male voices. We observed varying performance from ASR sys-
tems across skin tone with gender, this suggests the need for
further investigation. Moreover, the p-value analysis conducted
on ASR performances, specifically focusing on the Word Er-
ror Rate (WER), reveals that there are no significant differences
in performance among the tested ASR systems. This finding
suggests that solely analyzing biases based on a single attribute
like gender may not comprehensively account for other related
latent attributes such as skin tone, age group, and voice tim-
bre. All ASR systems examined in this study generalize Spanish
without distinguishing between Latin-American and European
Spanish. This emphasizes the necessity for the development of
ASR systems specifically tailored for Mexican Spanish, utiliz-
ing state-of-the-art architecture. Overall, these analyses shed
light on the complex interplay of demographic factors in ASR
performance and underscore the importance of addressing bi-
ases to ensure equitable outcomes across diverse user groups.

6. Limitation
We explored gender bias in conversational speech scenarios for
Mexican Spanish. However, there’s a pressing need to develop
an evaluation dataset tailored to Mexican Spanish, encompass-
ing reading speech settings similar to the Artie-Bias dataset [28]
for English. Furthermore, we can expand this empirical inquiry
to encompass other multilingual ASR systems, like the Univer-
sal Speech Model [9] and ASR2K [8], and to diverse tasks such
as speaker verification and deepfake detection. As a preliminary
approach towards bias mitigation, we can employ data augmen-
tation techniques designed for distinct categories in the future.
While analyzing biases using a single attribute may not reveal
causal factors, incorporating various meta-attributes like voice
timbre and leveraging explainable AI can facilitate the develop-
ment of inclusive ASR systems.

6https://github.com/openai/whisper
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1. Phoneme error rates
In this section we report on the phoneme error rates (PER) for
all models on the CCv2 dataset.

Feature/Model MMS W-v1 W-v2 W-v3
Gender

female 08.14 08.07 08.07 12.88
male 06.38 05.93 06.59 11.87

Gender-Skin-Tones

female-t2 01.75 01.50 02.00 08.38
female-t3 10.42 10.87 10.21 15.43
female-t4 09.00 08.41 08.97 12.38
male-t2 12.04 11.65 11.85 21.01
male-t3 03.53 02.96 03.50 08.02
male-t4 06.99 06.71 07.75 11.81

Gender-Age-Group

female-18-24 06.55 06.18 06.43 10.19
female-25-30 07.61 08.31 07.60 13.41
female-31-36 06.97 06.27 06.77 11.25
female-37-42 12.26 11.67 11.66 17.4
female-43-50 07.98 07.61 08.51 12.23
female-51-60 09.90 09.67 10.21 13.14
male-18-24 05.84 05.27 05.67 09.77
male-25-30 08.57 07.91 09.30 15.55
male-31-36 05.49 05.17 06.87 08.59
male-37-42 06.33 05.60 05.67 14.78
male-43-50 03.34 03.25 02.30 9.44
male-51-60 18.19 18.23 18.17 24.64

Gender-Voice-Timbre

female-high 07.71 07.27 07.73 12.3
female-avg 08.54 08.64 08.41 13.27
female-low 01.34 01.44 02.21 08.86
male-high 02.19 01.53 02.95 08.08
male-avg 07.53 07.12 07.75 12.85
male-low 01.60 01.13 01.10 08.11

Table 1: Phoneme Error Rates for each feature. Lower is better.
Best scores are in bold, second best are underlined. W refers to
Whisper-large versions.

2. Further statistical tests
Below we report on the p-values for the different gender factor-
izations w.r.t age, skin tone and voice timber.

Feature/Model MMS W-v1 W-v2 W-v3
Gender 0.5522 0.5130 0.7008 0.7139
Gender-Skin-Tone 0.4650 0.3947 0.5391 0.2929
Gender-Age-Group 0.9720 0.9540 0.9412 0.8395
Gender-Voice-Timbre 0.5519 0.5210 0.6808 0.8309

Table 2: p-values for each feature. p-value less than 0.05 are
indicated with a *. W refers to Whisper-large versions.


